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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1 BriancËon and Skoda proved, using analytic methods, that if I is an
n 4ideal in the convergent power series ring C x , . . . , x then I , the integral1 n
closure of I n, is contained in I. Extensive work has been done in the
direction of proving ``BriancËon]Skoda type theorems,'' that is, statements
t tyk a .about I being contained in I , where k is a constant independent of
 w x.t and a is a closure operation on ideals cf. 5, 6, 8, 11 .
In this paper we study the following related problem: Given an ideal I
 .of a Noetherian local ring R, m , find a ``linear'' integer-valued function
n f n. .f n such that I q m : I q m for all n or for all sufficiently large n.
An element x of R is said to be in the integral closure J of an ideal J if
it satisfies a relation of the form x n q a x ny1 q a x ny2 q ??? qa s 0,1 2 n
t  .with a g J for all t. We first observe that if R, m is a Noetherian localt
ring which is complete in the m-adic topology, then there always exists an
n .  .integer-valued function f n , with lim f n s `, such that I q m : Inª`
f n. y1 .q m . To see this, we use the fact that I s F f IV , where theV V
intersection is over all discrete valuation domains V which are R algebras
via f and whose maximal ideal contracts to m. With this it is easilyV
n w x shown that F I q m s I. By Chevalley's theorem 12, p. 270 for RrIn
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n n 4 .and the descending sequence of ideals I q m rI then I q m : I qn
f n.  .  .m for some function f n such that lim f n s `. Chevalley'snª`
 .theorem does not help in determining the order of growth of f n and, in
fact, it cannot because it takes into account only the topology determined
by a given descending sequence of ideals. By also considering the algebraic
properties of the sequence we prove a stronger statement:
 .THE MAIN THEOREM. Let R, m be an excellent local ring. Let I be an
ideal of R. Then there exists a positi¨ e integer c such that
n ? n r c @I q m : I q m for all n.
If I is m-primary, then the theorem holds tri¨ ially. Indeed, large powers of m
n nare contained in I, so I q m s I : I q m if n 4 0.
w xRees proved in 7 that if J is an ideal of an analytically unramified local
n nykNoetherian ring then J : J for a constant k and all n G k. If J s m
then Rees' theorem yields a special case of the main theorem of this
paper. In general we only know the existence of a positive integer c for
which the theorem is satisfied, but we can give an explicit bound for some
 .classes of ideals see Examples 4.1 and 4.2, and Proposition 3.2 .
Our proof of the main result would be greatly simplified see comments
.after Proposition 3.8 if we could use the following conjecture, known as
the linear Artin approximation theorem:
 .  .CONJECTURE 1.1 Linear Artin approximation theorem . Let R, m, k
 .be a complete local ring. Suppose we have a system of finitely many
equations in t variables over R and we know that the system has a solution
Z modulo ml. Assume that if J is the ideal generated by the polynomials
 .defining the equations, then J l R s 0 . Then the system has a true
solution U such that Z y U g m? lr c @ Rt, where c is a constant independent
of l.
The linear Artin approximation theorem was announced by Spivakovsky
w xin 10 . However, there is no proof of the theorem, in that generality, in the
literature. Lejeune-Jalabert and Hickel proved the case when the ring is an
 w x.isolated hypersurface singularity cf. 3, 2 and gave an explicit bound for
c. We use Lejeune-Jalabert's bound in Example 4.12. We get around using
the general linear Artin approximation theorem by actually proving a
 .special case of it in the process see comment after Proposition 3.8 .
We close the introduction by summarizing the structure of this paper.
Section 2 proves that it suffices to show that the main theorem holds for
principal ideals in complete integrally closed domains. Section 3 is devoted
to the proof of the foregoing main theorem for principal ideals in rings and
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also contains the proof of a special case of the linear Artin approximation
theorem. Section 4 provides explicit bounds for the constant c in several
cases of interest.
2. SOME REDUCTIONS
In this section we prove that it is sufficient to prove the main theorem in
 .  .case R, m is a complete normal that is, integrally closed local domain
and I is a principal ideal. We do this in several steps.
 .We start with a lemma which may justify the modified notation w that
appears subsequently.
LEMMA 2.1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and I and J be arbitrary ideals.
 .Let K be the radical of J. Then there exists an integer-¨ alued f n tending to
n f n.infinity such that I q K : I q K for all n if and only if there exists an
n g n. .integer-¨ alued g n tending to infinity such that I q J : I q J for all n.
Moreo¨er, f grows linearly if and only if g does.
Proof. As R is Noetherian, there exists an integer k such that K k : J.
First we assume the existence of f. Then
n n f n. ? f n.r k @I q J : I q K : I q K : I q J .
Now we assume the existence of g. Then
n ? n r k @ g  ? n r k @. g  ? n r k @.I q K : I q J : I q J : I q K .
In both cases it is clear that linear growth of one function implies the
linear growth of the other.
We now set up some notation to express this and other more general
cases: In a Noetherian ring R with ideals I and J we consider the
existence of a constant c such that
n ? n r c @I q J : I q J w .
 .for all n. If there exists such a c, we say that w holds in R for I and J.
 .  .With this, the lemma implies that w holds in R, m and I and an
m-primary ideal if and only if the main theorem holds in R. We use
 .notation w also in the following reduction to the principal ideal case:
 .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. If w holds in e¨ery excellent local ring R, m for
 .e¨ery principal ideal I and for m, then w holds in e¨ery excellent local ring
 .R, m for e¨ery ideal I and for m.
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 .Proof. Let I be an arbitrary ideal in an excellent local ring R, m . We
 .want to prove that w holds in R for I and m.
w y1 xWe first let S be the extended Rees ring R It, t , where t is an
indeterminate over R. Let M be the maximal homogeneous ideal mS q
ItS q ty1S of S. As S is a finitely generated R algebra, S and SM
 . y1localization at M are both excellent rings. Moreover IS : t S. By
 . y1assumption w holds in S for t S and MS . This means that thereM M M
exists a positive integer c such that
y1 n y1 ? n r c @t S q M S : t S q M SM M M M
for all n.
n n y1 nNowlet x be in Iqm . Then as R : S , x g IS q M S : t S q M SM M M M M
y1 ? n r c @ y1: t S q M S . To finish the proof it thus suffices to show t SM M M
? n r c @ ? n r c @.q M S l R s I q m . First observe that by the one-to-one cor-M
respondence of M-primary ideals in S and MS primary ideals in S weM M
y1 ? n r c @ y1 ? n r c @ .have t S q M S l S s t S q M . Thus it suffices to proveM M
y1 ? n r c @ ? n r c @ ? n r c @ .that t S q M l R s I q m . However, IS q M s IS q
 .? n r c @mS q It is a graded ideal whose graded piece of degree 0 is
? n r c @ .I q m , which finishes the proof.
Thus from now on we may assume that I is a principal ideal. The next
goal is to replace R by a complete Noetherian local domain. The first step
is to pass to the completion of R. This will ensure that all the relevant
finitely generated R-algebras which are reduced have module-finite inte-
gral closures in their total rings of fractions. We use this property on R ,red’the quotient of R by the ideal 0 of the nilpotent elements. By using the
Artin]Rees lemma we conclude that then the main theorem holds in R if
it holds in the integral closure S of R . This S is a direct sum ofred
domains, each of the domains being of the form SrP for some minimal
 .prime P of S. We prove that if w holds in each SrP for the image of I
 .and the maximal ideal of SrP, then w also holds in S for IS and mS.
Since the image of a principal ideal in any algebra is still principal, by
the preceding reductions we end up with a principal ideal in a complete
local normal domain. The rest of this section is just proving that we may
wmake these reductions. If we try to go modulo all the minimal primes
 .  .before normalizing, we cannot conclude w for R from knowing w in all
xdomain quotients, as R need not be a direct sum of such domains.
Ã .LEMMA 2.3. Let R, m be an excellent local ring and let R be the m-adic
Ãcompletion of R. If the theorem holds in R, it also holds in R.
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Proof. By assumption there exists a positive integer c such that
n ? n r c @ nÃ Ã Ã ÃIR q m R: IR q m R for all n. Now let x g I q m . Then
n nÃ Ãx g I q m R l R : I q m R l R .
? n r c @Ã Ã: IR q m R l R .
? n r c @Ã Ãs IR q m R l R .
w xby 4, Examples v, iv p. 800 and Lemma 2.4 .
? n r c @s I q m .
Lemma 2.3 is the only place where the excellence of the ring is used.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring. If the theorem holds
’in R s Rr 0 , then it also holds in R.red
Proof. By assumption there exists a positive integer c such that
n ? n r c @IR q m R : IR q m R for all n. Now we use the fact thatred red red red
for any ideal I in R, the integral closure of I in R is the same as the
preimage in R of the integral of IR in R . This impliesred red
n ? n r c @ ? n r c @I q m : preimage of IR q m R s I q m . .red red
These two lemmas say that it is enough to prove the main theorem for
complete local reduced rings. The next lemma will enable us to normalize
such a ring:
 .LEMMA 2.5. Let R, m be a Noetherian local ring and I be an ideal in R.
 .If w holds in a module-finite extension S of R for IS and mS, then the main
theorem holds in R.
Note that S may not be local.
Proof. As S is a finite R-module, IS l R s I. Also, the inclusion
RrI : Sr IS is module-finite so by the Artin]Rees lemma there exists an
n nyk .  .integer k such that m S q IS r IS l RrI : m R q I rI for all n.
Now we use the assumption that there exists a positive integer c such
that
n ? @nrcIS q mS : IS q mS .  .
for all n. Thus
n ? @nrcnI q m : IS q mS l R : IS q mS l R .  . .
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for all n. We rewrite this modulo I and IS:
n ? n r c @ ? n r c @ykI q m RrI : m S q IS rIS l RrI : m q I rI. . .
n ? n r c @ykHence I q m : I q m . It is easy to show that there exists a positive
w  . x ? @ ? @integer c9 c k q 1 will do such that nrc y k G nrc9 for all n. Thus
n ? n r c9@the final version says that I q m : I q m for all n.
We have now reduced to the following situation: S is the integral
 .closure of a reduced complete local ring R, m in its total field of
fractions. Thus S is an integrally closed reduced Noetherian ring, modulo-
finite over R and with finitely many maximal prime ideals P , . . . , P all1 l
containing mS. Also, S is complete in the mS-adic topology and SrmS
has dimension zero. It follows that S is a direct sum of finitely many
domains, each domain being of the form SrP for some minimal prime P
of S, or better yet, each domain being of the form S for some i:Pi
k k kS s lim Srm S s lim SrP = ??? = lim SrP s S = ??? = S .6 6 61 l P P1 l
Note that mS is P -primary. The following lemma will reduce the proofP ii
of the main theorem to these complete normal local domains:
LEMMA 2.6. Let R s R = ??? = R be a direct sum of rings. Let I and m1 l
 .be ideals in R. If w holds in each R for IR and mR , then it also holds ini i i
R for I and m.
Proof. We will use the fact that for any ideal J in R,
JR s JR = ??? = JR and JR s JR = ??? = JR .1 l 1 l
By assumption there exist positive integers c such thati
n ? n r c @iIR q m R : IR q m Ri i i i
 4for all n and all i s 1, . . . , l. Let c s max c , . . . , c . Thus the preceding1 l
inclusions also hold when each c is replaced by c. With this,i
n n nI q m s IR q m R = ??? = IR q m R1 1 l l
? n r c @ ? n r c @: IR q m R = ??? = IR q m R .  .1 1 l l
? n r c @ ? n r c @s IR = ??? = IR q m R = ??? = m R1 l 1 l
? n r c @s I q m .
So we reached the main goal of Section 2: we started with an arbitrary
 .excellent local ring R, m with an arbitrary ideal I. By Proposition 2.2 we
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may assume that I is principal. By Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 we may assume
that R is complete in the m-adic topology and that it has no nonzero
nilpotents. By Lemmas 2.5, 2.6 and 2.1, we may then assume that R is a
complete normal local domain.
With these reductions, the proof of the main theorem for principal
ideals I in complete local normal domains is given in the next section.
We first make one more reduction which greatly simplifies the proof of
the main theorem for complete normal domains in mixed characteristic.
 .Let R, m be such a ring. By the Cohen structure theorem there exists a
  ..complete discrete valuation domain V, p inside R such that V q m s R.
Such V is called a coefficient ring of R and p is called a uniformizing
parameter. In the proof of the main theorem we want a given uniformizing
parameter to generate a radical ideal in R. The following result to this
effect is of some independent interest: we prove that there exists a
module-finite ring extension S of R such that
1. S contains a kth root q of p,
2. qS is a radical ideal in S,
3. q generates the maximal ideal of a discrete valuation ring V 9 of S
ww xxsuch that for some f g S, V 9 f , . . . , f is a regular local subring of Si 1 l
and S is module-finite over it. In fact, S may be taken to be the integral
w 1r k x w xclosure of R p for an appropriate k and V 9 s V q .
By Lemma 2.5 we know that if the main theorem holds in S then it also
holds in R. Now we prove the existence of such S more generally:
 .THEOREM 2.7. Let R, m be a complete normal local domain and let f
be an element of R. Then there exists a module-finite extension S of R such
that f has a kth root f 1r k in S which generates a radical ideal in S.
Proof. Let P , . . . , P be all the prime ideals minimal over fR and let W1 l
be the multiplicatively closed set R _ P j ??? j P . As R is normal, Wy1R1 l
is a one-dimensional semilocal regular ring, thus a principal ideal domain.
Let x g R such that x Wy1R s P Wy1R. Therefore we may write f si i i
ux n1 ??? x nl for some unit u in Wy1R and some positive integers n . Note1 l i
that fR s P n1. l ??? l P nl . is a primary decomposition of fR, where P ni.1 l i
is the n th symbolic power of P . We prove the theorem by induction oni i
 4d s max n , . . . , n .1 l
If d s 1, then all the n equal 1, so fR is a radical ideal and S s Ri
works.
Now assume that d ) 1. Let k be the least common multiple of
w 1r k xn , . . . , n and let S be the integral closure of R f . Again, as S is1 l
normal, all the associated primary components of f 1r kS are the symbolic
powers of prime ideals minimal over f 1r kS.
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CLAIM. Let Q , . . . , Q be all the prime ideals in S associated to fS which1 s
contract to a prime ideal P s P in R. Let Q t j. be the Q -primary componenti j j
of f 1r kS. If n ) 1, then t - n .i j i
If we prove this claim, then by induction on d there exists a module-finite
 . 1r k extension T of S and hence of R which contains a root of f and
.hence of f which generates a radical ideal in T. This would prove our
theorem. Thus it suffices to prove the claim.
 .Proof of the Claim. In the following l denotes length of a T-mod-T
ule. As R is a principal ideal domain and S is torsion-free over R ,P R _ P P
rank S n s rank S l R rfR s l S rfS , .  .  .  .R i R R P P R R _ P R _ PP P
where rank denotes the rank of the fraction field extension. By the
Chinese remainder theorem,
S SS Q QR _ P 1 s( = ??? = ;
fS fS fSR _ P Q Q1 s
thus
SR _ P
rank S n s l .R i R P  /fSR _ P
s SQ js l R P  /fSQjs1 j
s S S RQ Q Pj js l : SQ j  /fS Q S PRQ j Q Pjs1 j j
s S S RQ Q Pj js k l : S 1r kQ j  / Q S PRf S /j Q PQjs1 jj
s S RQ Pjs k t : . j /Q S PRj Q Pjs1 j
 .Now note that rank S F k, so the only way we can have t G n for someR j i
 .j is if t s n , rank S s k, s s 1, and S rQ S s R rPR . As in Rj i R Q 1 Q P P P1 1
we may write f s ux ni for some unit u. Then u1r ni s f 1r nirx is integrali i
over R and lies in the fraction field of S, so u1r ni is a unit in S .P Q1
However, then the equality S rQ S s R rPR implies that the imageQ 1 Q P P1 1
of u in R rPR has an n th root there.P P i
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w xNow we perform the following flat ``deformation'': let R9 s R X m Rw X x
w xand S9 s S X . It is easy to see that the n and the t for theRw X x_ m Rw X x i j
 .1r kprimary decompositions of fXR9 and fX S9 are the same as the
corresponding numbers for the primary decompositions of fR and f 1r kS.
The foregoing equation then forces the images of uX and X in RX rPRXP P
to have an n th root there. This is a contradiction and so the claim and thei
theorem are proved.
An immediate corollary is the following:
 .THEOREM 2.8. Let R, m be a complete normal local domain of mixed
 .characteristic. Let V, pV be a coefficient ring for R. Then there exists a
module-finite extension S of R such that p has a root p1r k in S such that p1r kS
is a radical ideal.
w 1r k xMoreover, we may take S to be the integral closure of R p . In this
case it is easy to verify that if p, x , . . . , x is a system of parameters in R1 d
w 1r k xand V 9 s V p , then
1r k  w1. p generates the maximal ideal of V 9 say by 9, Proposition
x.17 ,
ww xx2. V 9 x , . . . , x is a regular local ring inside S,1 d
3. S is module-finite over it.
In general, V 9 is not a coefficient ring of S. Hochster gave the following
 .example: Let V be a discrete valuation domain with maximal ideal p , X
 .an indeterminate over V, and l in V such that the image of l in Vr p
ww xxw x  2 2 .has no square root. Let R s V X Y r Y y pl X and let q be a
square root of p in some module-finite extension of R. Then the integral
w xclosure S of R q contains a square root of l so the residue field of S also
w xcontains a square root of the image of l. If V q were a coefficient ring of
w x  .S then the residue field of V q , which is just Vr p , would also have to
contain a square root of the image of l, contradicting the assumptions.
However, even if V 9 is not a coefficient ring of S, V 9 still has some
important properties of coefficient rings, all listed in the foregoing text.
We call any discrete valuation ring V 9 satisfying these properties a general
coefficient ring of S. Correspondingly we call a generator of the maximal
ideal of such V 9 a general uniformizing parameter of S.
3. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
Before proving the main theorem for complete normal local domains,
we consider some special cases:
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 .PROPOSITION 3.1 Rees . Let I be a radical ideal in a complete Noethe-
 .rian local ring R, m . Then there exists an integer k such that for all n G k,
n nykI q m : I q m .
’ .Proof. Let ] 9 denote going modulo I s I s I. Then R9 is a com-
wplete reduced local ring, hence analytically unramified. Thus by 7, Theo-
n nykx  .rem 1.4 there exists an integer k such that m9 : m9 . It follows .
that
n n nyknI q m 9 : I9 q m9 s m9 : m9 ; .  .  . .
n nykhence I q m : m q I.
n nykOne may naively think that the inclusion I q m : I q m for someR R
constant k and all n sufficiently large holds in general. However, this is
ww xxfalse. Indeed, let K be a field, x, y be variables over K, and R s K x, y .
 n r2 .2 2 n  2 n .2Then xy s x y g x R q m for all even positive integers n, soR
n r2 2 n n r2xy g x R q m . However, there is no constant k such that xy gR
 2 nyky1 nyk .x , xy , y R for all n 4 0.
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Let D, m be an analytically unramified local ring and
ww xx  .let x be a ¨ariable o¨er D. Let R s D x and m s m q x the maximal
t n t ? n r c @ideal of R. Then x R q m : x R q m for some positi¨ e integer c and for
all n. Moreo¨er, if the powers of m are integrally closed in D, then c s t
works. In particular, if D is a regular local ring, c s t works.
Proof. The variable x induces a natural grading on R.
Step 1. We prove that there exists a positive integer c such that
t n t ? n r c @x R q m R: x R q m R when n is a multiple of t.
As the ideal x tR q mnR is graded, so is its integral closure. Let ax l be a
homogeneous element of this integral closure with a g D. We may assume
that l - t. We write the equation of integral dependence,
k ky1 ky2l l lax q b ax q b ax q ??? qb s 0, .  .  .1 2 k
 t n . ifor some homogeneous b g x R q m R . We may assume that eachi
summand in the preceding equation has x-degree precisely lk. Thus
 t n . i  . l i l i  tb g x R q m R l x . Write b s x a for some a g D l x R qi i i i
n . i l i.m R : x . As all these ideals are graded,
i
it n l i t j n iyj. l i n iyj. ni r tD l x R q m R : x s x m R: x s m D : m , .   / D
js0 tjFli
where the last line follows from tj F li and l - t. Thus after dividing the
integral equation for ax l by x lk, we see that a is integral over mn r t. As D
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is analytically unramified, by Proposition 3.1 there exists an integer k such
n nyk w  .that m : m for all n. Thus there exists an integer c G t c s t k q 1
n ? n r c @ l txwill do such that m : m for all n. This proves that ax g x R q
m ? n r c @ R whenever n is divisible by t.
Note that c s t works if the powers of m are integrally closed.
t n tStep 2. We prove that for the c from Step 1, x R q m R: x R q
m ? n r c @ R for all n. Write n s qc q r for some integers q and r with
0 F r - c. Then
t n t qcx R q m R : x R q m R
: x tR q mqR by Step 1 .
s x tR q m ? n r c @ R .
t n tStep 3. We prove that for the c from Step 1, x R q m R: x R q
? n r c @ R ? @ ? n r c @m for all n. If c ) n, nrc s 0 so m s R and the inclusion
t nholds trivially. So we now assume that t F c F n. Then x R q m R
t n n t ns x R q x R q m Rs x R q m R. By the previous step then
t n t ? n r c @ t ? n r c @x R q m R: x R q m R : x R q m R, so we are done.
A similar proof works if x t is replaced by a monomial in several
variables. However, the following useful lemma enables an alternate proof
to be given in Corollary 3.5:
LEMMA 3.3. Assume I s J l K, where J and K are integrally closed
ideals. If the theorem holds for J and K then it holds for I.
n ? n r c @ n ? n r c @Proof. By assumption J q m : J q m and K q m : K q m .
n ? n r c @ ? n r c @ .  .Let z g I q m . Then z g J q m l K q m . Write z s j q
m s k q m , where m , m g m? n r c @. By the Artin]Rees lemma1 2 1 2
j y k g m? n r c @l J q K sm? n r c @yc1 mc1 l J q K .  . .
: m? n r c @yc1 J q K .
: m? n r c @yc1 J q m? n r cyc1 @ K
: m? n r c @yc1 l J q m? n r c @yc1 l K .
Then j y k s x q y, where x g m? n r c @yc1 l J and y g m? n r c @yc1 l K, so
j y x g J, k q y g K, and j y x s k q y. Finally j s k q y q x g J l K
? n r c @yc1q m .
COROLLARY 3.4. Let fR be a principal ideal in a local normal domain
 .R, m . If the theorem holds for each primary component of fR then it holds
for fR.
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Proof. Consider a primary decomposition of fR: fR s Q l ??? l Q .1 r
Since R is a normal domain all the Q have height 1. Moreover, Q si i
 .  .fR lR so each Q is integrally closed as fR is. We now applyQ i Q’ ’i i
Lemma 3.3.
In this corollary we used the fact that the principal ideals are integrally
closed in normal domains. Now by applying Corollary 3.4 and Proposition
3.2 we obtain the following corollary:
COROLLARY 3.5. Let D be an analytically unramified local ring and
ww xxx , . . . , x be ¨ariables o¨er D. Let R s D x , . . . , x and let m be the1 ¨ 1 ¨
t t n ? n r c @1 ¨ .maximal ideal. Let I s x ??? x R. Then I q m : I q m for some1 ¨
positi¨ e integer c and for all n.
Also, if I is generated by powers of some of the variables, the main
theorem also holds in R for I. The proof uses linear algebra arguments
and is given in Section 4.
 .PROPOSITION 3.6. Let D, m be a complete local ring, x , . . . , x beD 1 ¨
ww xx¨ariables o¨er D, R s D x , . . . , x , and f g R. Assume the following:1 ¨
 . i  .i the coefficients of x are in m , x , . . . , x for 0 F i - h;¨ D 1 ¨y1
 . h  .ii the coefficient of x is not in m , x , . . . , x .¨ D 1 ¨y1
Then the main theorem holds for fR.
Proof. We can apply the Weierstrass preparation theorem and write
ww xxf s uf *, where u is a unit in D x , . . . , x and f * is a monic polyno-1 ¨y1
ww xxw xmial in D x , . . . , x x . Without loss of generality we may replace f1 ¨y1 ¨
ww xx  .by f *. Let A s D x , . . . , x . Let A9 be a finite local extension of A1 ¨y1
ww xx  . r1such that in S s A9 x , f factors into linear factors, say, f s x y a¨ ¨ 1
 . rs  . r i n  . r i??? x y a . By Proposition 3.2, x y a S q m : x y a S q¨ s ¨ i S ¨ i
? n r c9@ n ? n r c @m for all n 4 0. By Corollary 3.5, fS q m : fS q m for allS S S
n 4 0. By Lemma 2.5 then the theorem holds in R.
COROLLARY 3.7. Let R be a complete regular local ring containing a field
n ? n r c @and let I s fR be a principal ideal. Then I q m : I q m for some c
independent of n.
Proof. By the Cohen structure theorem R is a power series ring
ww xx ww xxk x , . . . , x over a field k. If k is finite, let S s k x , . . . , x where k1 q 1 q
is an algebraic closure of k. If the theorem holds in S for fS, then by
faithful flatness it holds in R, so without loss of generality we may assume
that R contains an infinite field. Write f s f q ??? , where the degree of fs s
is positive and lowest. We can choose elements u , . . . , u in k such that,1 q
after the change of variables y s x , y s x y u x , . . . , y s x y u x ,1 1 2 2 1 1 q q q 1
f is monic in y . We then apply Proposition 3.6.s 1
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We need similar results for rings not containing fields:
PROPOSITION 3.8. Let V be a discrete ¨aluation ring with maximal ideal
nt tww xxpV. Set R s V x , . . . , x . Then p R q x , . . . , x R: p R q .2 d 2 d
 .? n r t @x , . . . , x R.2 d
Proof. The variables x , . . . , x induce a multigrading on R. The ideal2 d
t  .np R q x , . . . , x R is multihomogeneous, therefore its integral closure is2 d
nthomogeneous as well. Let a g p R q x , . . . , x R. We may assume .2 d
l nthat a is multihomogeneous, so without loss of generality a s p x , l F t
< <y 1, n s n q ??? qn F n y 1. We write an equation of integral depen-1 d
t  .ndence of a over p R q x , . . . , x R:2 d
k ky1l n l np x q b p x q ??? qb s 0, .  .1 k
 t  .n . iwith b g p R q x , . . . , x R . We may assume that each b is homo-i 2 d i
 .geneous and that the x -degree of the ith summand is exactly n k y i .j j
inThen b s c x with c g V. The integral equation now has the formi i i
lk n k lky1. n k n kp x q c p x q ??? qc x s 0,1 k
so for all i we can write c plkyi. s u p f  i., where u is a unit in V.i i i
 .Necessarily there exists at least one i such that f i F lk. Then
plkyf  i. plkyf  i.
k lk n k lkyi. n k kyia s p x s c p x s b a .i iu ui i
So by possibly modifying the original integral equation we get a homoge-
k  tneous integral equation of the form a s b , with b g p R qk k
 .n .kx , . . . , x R . As the equation is homogeneous, there exists i, 1 F i F k,2 d
< <  .such that n k G n k y i and lk G ti. Assume for contradiction that
< < ? @n - nrt F nrt. Then:
nk
< <) n k G n k y i « ti G t y 1 k G lk G ti . .  .
t
It follows that k s tirl. Now
ti
< < < <n s n k G n k y i .
l
ti
< <G n y i « n t G nt y nl s n t y l G n. . /l
< <It follows that n G nrt, which is a contradiction.
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Our goal is to prove the same proposition in greater generality: namely,
 .that for any ideal fR in a complete normal local domain R, m , any
n ? n r c @element u of fR q m lies in fR q m for some c independent of u
and n. However, in this generality, c is not as easy to determine.
Since the proof of the general result is quite involved, we outline it here.
We first rephrase the statement: we see that Z s u satisfies an equation
Zd q Z fZdy1 q Z f 2Zdy2 q ??? qZ f d s 01 2 d
modulo mn for some Z , . . . , Z . If we could use the linear Artin approxi-1 d
mation theorem, we would be able to conclude that there exists a true
solution of this equation which differs from the original approximate
solution by m? n r c @ for some c independent of n and hence that u g fR q
m? n r c @. However, there are two problems with this: one is that the d in the
equation depends on u and n, and the other one is that we do not know of
a proof of the general linear Artin approximation theorem. We overcome
both difficulties: in Theorem 3.9 we prove that there exists one d which
works for all u and all n, except that the resulting equation of integral
dependence is not over fR q mn but over fR q m? n r d @. Also, in Theorem
3.10 we prove a special case of the linear Artin approximation theorem.
However, for both theorems we need a slight assumption on the f in case
R is a ring of mixed characteristic: we require that either fR is generated
by a power of a general uniformizing parameter p of R see the definition
.at the end of Section 2 or else that f , p is a part of a system of parameters
of R. These assumptions enable us to construct a regular local ring inside
R which contains both f and p. However, for Theorem 3.10 we also need
to know that fR is a power of a radical principal ideal. It was for the sake
of this proof that we had to establish Theorem 2.8 in Section 2.
The proof of the general case in Theorem 3.12 uses these intermediate
results and the fact that all the primary components of principal ideals are
the symbolic powers of height 1 prime ideals. By passing to a faithfully flat
extension S of R, such symbolic powers are associated to powers of radical
principal ideals, whence we can use Theorem 3.10 and Lemma 3.11 to
finish.
In the first theorem we do not need that a general uniformizing
parameter generates a radical ideal:
 .THEOREM 3.9. Let R, m be a complete normal local domain and fR be
a principal ideal. In the case when R does not contain a field, we let p be a
generator of the maximal ideal in a general coefficient ring for R see definition
.at the end of Section 2 and we assume that f satisfies any of the following
 .  . e  .properties: i f s 0, ii f s p for some positi¨ e integer e, or iii f , p is a
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part of a system of parameters. Then there exists an integer d such that for each
nn, e¨ery element in fR q m satisfies an integral equation of degree d o¨er
fR q m? n r d @.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if J is m-primary, then there exists
nan integer d such that for each n, every element in fR q J satisfies an
? n r d @ integral equation of degree d over fR q J . Note, however, that d
. w xdepends on J! If f s 0, this follows from 7, Theorem 1.4 . So we assume
that f is not zero.
We first consider the case when R contains a coefficient field k: Let
f , . . . , f be a system of parameters in R and let f s f. Define A s1 l 1
ww xx  .k f , . . . , f and J s f , . . . , f A. By the Cohen structure theorem, A is1 l 1 l
a regular local ring contained in R and R is module-finite over A. Also,
JR is m-primary. We will prove the theorem for this JR.
1. First assume that the field extension from A to R is separable
 .that is, the fraction field of R is separable over the fraction field of A .
Let L be a Galois extension of the fraction field A containing R and let S
be the integral closure of R in L. Then S is module-finite over R and A.
Let d be the degree of the field extension from A to S. We may replace R
by S as we will show that the coefficients of the integral equation actually
n
lie in A. So for simplicity we now assume that R s S. Let u g fR q JR . .
 .Consider the at most d conjugates of u over A, say u s u , u , . . . , u .1 2 d
 .nWrite an integral equation for u over fR q JR ,
uk q a uky1 q a uky2 q ??? qa s 0,1 2 k
  .n. iwith a g fR q JR . By applying field automorphisms to this equationi
 .and by using that f and J are ideals of A, we obtain that each u isi
integral over fR q J nR. Let s be the sum of the products of the u s, takenh i
 .h at a time hth symmetric function in the u . Then as R is module-finitei
over A,
hn h hn nhs g fR q JR l A s f q J s f q J . .  .  . . .h
h nh h n h .  .By Proposition 3.2 we know that f q J : f q J . Thus s g f . h
n  ? n r h @.h  ? n r d @.hq J : fA q J for all h, and so s g fA q J for all h F d.h
 .Now recall that s , . . . , s are the coefficients up to sign of an integral1 d
equation satisfied by each u over A. Then this equation has degree d andi
is an equation of integral dependence of u over fA q J ? n r d @.
2. Assume that the field extension from A to R is not separable. Let
p ) 0 be the characteristic of these fields. Let K be the fraction field of A
and L be the fraction field of R. By elementary field theory there exist
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fields L9 and F such that all the inclusions K : F : L9 and L : L9 are
finite, such that L9 is Galois over F, and such that F is purely inseparable
over K. To simplify notation, as the coefficients of the integral equation
will actually lie in A, we may again replace R by the integral closure of R
w x w xin L9 and so we may assume that L s L9. Let d s L:F and e s F: K .
Let S be the integral closure of A in F. Then S is a complete normal
local domain between A and R and the extension from S to R is Galois.
n
Let u g fR q JR . As in the previous case let u s u , . . . , u be all the . 1 d
conjugates of u in R over S and let s be the elementary symmetrich
functions in the u . Thusi
dd dy1u y s u q ??? q y1 s s 0 .1 d
and
hn
s g fR q JR l S. . .h
We raise all this to the eth power. As e is a power of the characteristic p
of the given fields, we obtain
dede e edy1. eu y s u q ??? q y1 s s 0 .1 d
and
ehnes g fR q JR l A . .h
nhehe: f R q JR l A . .
nhehe: f A q JA . .
nhe: f A q JA by Proposition 3.2 .  .
he? @nrhe: fA q JA . .
he? @nrde: fA q JA . . .
 .? n r de @Thus u satisfies an integral equation of degree de over fA q JA .
Now we prove the theorem for complete normal local domains which do
not contain a field. By assumption R contains a discrete valuation ring
  .. ww xxV, p such that for some f g R, A s V f , . . . , f is a regular locali 1 l
subring of R and R is module-finite over it. V is a general coefficient ring
.of R. As before, p, f , . . . , f is a system of parameters in R and we let1 l
 .J s p, f , . . . , f A.1 l
If f s 0 or f s pe, we have no additional restrictions on the f , and ifi
f , p are part of a system of parameters, we require that f s f. With this1
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choice, the proof of the theorem proceeds as in the previous cases, except
that when f s pe we have to use Proposition 3.8 instead of Proposition
3.2.
Now we are in the setup of the linear Artin approximation theorem. We
have an equation
Zd q Z fZdy1 q Z f 2Zdy2 q ??? qZ f d s 0,1 2 d
where Z and the Z are indeterminates, which are independent of n andi
 .u. We are given a solution Z s u, Z s z , . . . , Z s z of such an1 1 d d
equation modulo a high power mn of the maximal ideal of R. The
following theorem proves that under some assumptions on f , we can find a
true solution Z s w, Z s w , . . . , Z s w of this equation such that1 1 d d
w y u g m? n r c @ for some c independent of u and n. This proves that
u g fR q J ? n r c @ R and it also proves a special case of the linear Artin
approximation theorem:
 .THEOREM 3.10. Let R, m be a complete local normal domain and let
 .   ..f be a principal radical ideal. In case R does not contain a field, let V, p
be a general coefficient ring of R and we also assume that either fR s pR or
k nthat f , p is part of a system of parameters in R. Then for all k, f q m : .
 k . ? n r c @f q m for some constant c independent of n.
Proof. The case k s 1 has been proved in Proposition 3.1. So assume
k n ky1 ? n r c9@ .k ) 1. By induction, f q m : f q m for some constant c9 .
k n ky1independent of n. We pick an element u in f q m . Write u s rf .
q s for some r g R and s g m? n r c9@. It suffices to prove that rf ky1 lies in
 k . ? n r c @ ky1f q m for some c independent of n and u. Note that rf is
 k . ? n r c9@  ky1.integral over f q m . Hence it suffices to prove that f
k ? n r c9@ k ? n r c @ .l f q m is contained in f q m for some c independent of .
ky1 k n k ? n r c @ .  .n, or even that f l f q m is contained in f q m for .
some c independent of n. Thus without loss of generality we may assume
ky1 ? n r c0 @that u s rf . Our goal is to prove that r g f q m for some .
 . ? n r c- @integer c0 independent of n and r, for then we know that r g f q m
for some c- independent of n and r, which proves that u lies in the
desired ideal.
We first prove that a power of r lies in a good ideal, and for that we
need the following detour:
d  . ? n r d @yeCLAIM. r g f q m for some constant e independent of n.
Proof of the Claim. By Theorem 3.9 there exists an integer d indepen-
dent of n, u, and r such that rf ky1 satisfies an integral equation of degree
 k . ? n r d @  ky1.d  ky1.dy1d over f q m , say, rf q a rf q ??? qa s 0, where1 d
 k . ? n r d @. ia g f q m .i
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 . ? n r d @.dy iWe will recursively define b g f q m for each i gdy iq1
 40, . . . , d y 1 such that
dy i dyiq1d ky1 dy1 ky1 ir f q a r f q ??? qa r q b s 0. a . .  .1 dyi dyiq1
If i s 0, set b s 0. Now assume we have defined b for somedq1 dyiq1
i - d y 1. By the Artin]Rees lemma there exists a positive integer e such
n  ky1. ky1 nyethat m l f : f m for all n G e. In the following we may and
do assume that nrd G e. With this we construct the next b using the
preceding equation and
dy ii ky1 k ? n r d @a r q b g f l f q m .  . .dy i dyiq1
dy iy1ky1 k k ? n r d @ ? n r d @dyi.s f l f f q m q m .  . . /
dy ik k ? n r d @ ky1 ? n r d @dyi.s f f q m q f l m .  . .
dy iy1ky1 k ? n r d @ ky1 ? n r d @dyi.ye: f f q m q f m .  . .
dy iy1ky1 k ? n r d @: f f q m . .
as nrd G e. Thus we may write a r i q b s f ky1b for somedy i dyiq1 dyi
 k . ? n r d @.dyiy1.b g f q m . To finish the induction we only have tody i
 . ky1divide the displayed equation a by the nonzero divisor f .
In the final step i s d y 1 we thus obtain r d f ky1 q a r q b s 0.1 2
Therefore
r d f ky1 s ya r y b g f ky1 l f k q m? n r d @ .  . .1 2
s f k q f ky1 l m? n r d @ : f k q f ky1m? n r d @ye . .  .  .
d  . ? n r d @yeIt follows that r g f q m . This completes the proof of the claim.
 . ? n r d 2 k eq1.@Now we are ready to prove that r is integral over f q m .
 .   . ?It suffices to prove that for any valuation ¨ on R, ¨ r G min ¨ f , nr
2  .@  .4d k e q 1 ¨ m .
ky 1 k n ky 1 .  .  .  .Since rf g f q m , ¨ r q k y 1 ¨ f s ¨ rf G .
  . ? @  .4  .   . ? @  . min k¨ f , nrd ¨ m ; therefore ¨ r G min ¨ f , nrd ¨ m y k y
.  .4  .  .1 ¨ f . If ¨ r G ¨ f , there is nothing to show, so we may assume that
nrd e q 1 ¨ m y k y 1 ¨ f .  .  .  .
F nrd ¨ m y k y 1 ¨ f F ¨ r - ¨ f .? @  .  .  .  .  .
?  .@  .  .This implies that nrd e q 1 ¨ m - k¨ f . Now we use our detour: as
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d  . ? n r d @ye  . ? n r d eq1.@r lies in f q m : f q m , then
d¨ r G min ¨ f , nrd e q 1 ¨ m 4 .  .  .  . .
G min ¨ f , nrdk e q 1 ¨ m . 4 .  .  . .
 . ?  .@.  .If d¨ r G nrdk e q 1 ¨ m , we are done, so we may assume instead
that
nrdk e q 1 ¨ m ) d¨ r G ¨ f . .  .  .  .
Thus
nrdk e q 1 ¨ m ) d¨ r G ¨ f ) 1rk nrd e q 1 ¨ m , .  .  .  .  .  .
which is a contradiction. This finishes the theorem.
Before we prove the main theorem, we need one more lemma:
 .LEMMA 3.11. Let R, m be an Noetherian local domain. Suppose that
n ? n r c @for some ideal I there exists an integer c such that I q m : I q m for all
n. Then for any nonzero element y in R there exists an integer d such that
n ? n r d @I : y q m : I: y q m .
Proof. By the Artin]Rees lemma there exists an integer k such that in
n nyk .  . R modulo I, y R q IrI l m R q IrI : ym R q IrI. Thus y l I q
n nyk n n.  .m : ym q I l y . Let u be in I : y q m . Then uy lies in I q m : I
? n r c @  .q m and also in y . By the foregoing assumption then uy lies in
? n r c @yk ? n r c @yk .  .I l y q ym , so that u lies in I: y q m . This finishes the
lemma.
With this we can prove the general result for principal ideals in com-
plete normal local domains:
 .THEOREM 3.12. Let R, m be a complete normal local domain. Let f be
an element in R. Then there exists a positi¨ e integer c such that
n ? n r c @f q m : f q m for all n. .  .
Proof. If f s 0, the theorem is known by Proposition 3.1. So we may
assume that f is not zero.
1. First we assume that R contains a field. As R is normal, all the
 .  .associated primes of the ideal f are minimal over f . By Corollary 3.4 it
 .suffices to prove the theorem for the primary components of f in place
 .  .of f . Let P be an associated prime ideal of f . As R is normal, the
localization R is a one-dimensional regular local ring, so fR s P kR forP P P
some integer k. Thus the P-primary component of fR equals the kth
symbolic power P k . of P and it suffices to prove the theorem for all P k .
 .  .in place of f . Let P s a , . . . , a . Let X , . . . , X be indeterminates1 l 1 l
w xover R and let S be the faithfully flat extension R X , . . . , X1 l m Rw X , . . . , X x1 l
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of R. Note that as all the associated primes of xS have height 1 and as S
localized at height 1 prime ideals is a principal ideal domain, the ideal
generated by x s a X q ??? qa X is radical. Thus by Proposition 3.11 1 l l
k n k ? n r c @there exists an integer c such that x S q m S: x S q m S for all n.
Note also that PS is associated to xS and that the PS-primary component
k k .  .of x S is P S as S is a principal ideal domain . Thus there exists anPS
element y in S such that x kS: y s P k .S. An application of Lemma 3.11
k . n k .shows that there exists an integer c9 such that P S q m S: P S q
m? n r c9@ S for all n. Finally,
k . n k . nP q m : P S q m S l R
: P k .S q m? n r c9@ S l R .
s P k . q m? n r c9@
as S is faithfully flat over R. This finishes the theorem for rings containing
fields.
2. We now assume that R has mixed characteristic. Let p be a
generator of the maximal ideal of a coefficient ring V of R.
 .a If f , p are part of a system of parameters, we proceed as in the
case when R contains a field: it is enough to prove the theorem for all the
primary components of fR, which are all symbolic powers of height 1
 .prime ideals not associated to pR; if P s a , . . . , a is one such associ-1 l
ated prime ideal, then x s a X q ??? qa X and p are part of a system of1 1 l l
w xparameters in R X , . . . , X and we may apply Theorem 3.10,1 l m Rw X , . . . , X x1 l
Lemma 3.11, and manipulation as before to finish.
 . eb If f s p then by Theorem 2.8 there exists a module-finite
extension S in which p has a root, say p1r k, such that p1r kS is a radical
ideal. If we can prove the theorem for the ideal generated by f in S, then
we are done by Lemma 2.5. So we may assume that R s S, that f is a
power of a general uniformizing parameter of R, and that this general
uniformizing parameter generates a radical ideal. The statement now
follows as previously.
 .c The remaining case is when f , p are not a part of a system of
parameters. Again let P , . . . , P be all the prime ideals minimal over pR1 l
and let W s R _ P j ??? j P . Then Wy1R is a principal ideal domain, so1 l
there exists h in R such that up to units in Wy1R, fh equals a power of p.
Therefore there exist an integer e and an element u g W such that even
in R, for a possibly different h, fh s upe. We know the theorem for uR
and peR. Since uR and peR are part of a system of parameters, by Lemma
 .  e.  e.  .3.3 we also know the theorem for u l p s up s fh . This means
n ? n r c @that there exists an integer c such that fhR q m : fhR q m . Now
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n n ? n r c @pick u g fR q m . Then hu g fhR q m : fhR q m , so hu g fhR q
m? n r c @ l hR. By the Artin]Rees lemma there exists an integer k indepen-
dent of u and n such that m? n r c @ l hR : hm? n r c @yk. Thus hu g fhR q
? n r c @yk ? n r c @ykhm , so u g fR q m .
By using the reductions from Section 2, the last theorem now completely
proves the main theorem stated in the introduction. We restate it here for
completeness.
 .  .THEOREM 3.13 The main theorem . Let R, m be an excellent local
ring. Let I be an ideal of R. Then there exists a positi¨ e integer c such that
n ? n r c @I q m : I q m for all n.
4. EXPLICIT BOUNDS
In the following examples we calculate explicitly the constant c from the
main theorem.
The first ring we consider is an isolated hypersurface singularity, for
which the linear Artin approximation theorem holds.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let k be a field, a be a positive integer, R s
ww xx  a a a. ww xx tk X, Y, Z r X q Y q Z s k x, y, z , and I s x R. To avoid the
trivial case, we assume that a G 2. If char k is positive, say p s char k,
e a a a  b band a s bp for some b and e, then X q Y q Z s X q Y q
b. eZ p . Since by Lemma 2.4 it suffices to find the bound in R sred
ww xx  b b b.k X, Y, Z r X q Y q Z , thus without loss of generality we may
assume that e s 0 and that char k does not divide a.
ww t xxLet A s k x , y : R. Since we are assuming that char k does not
 .divide a, the fraction field of R, ff R for short, is a separable field
 .extension of ff A . If necessary, we adjoin the ath roots of 1 to k, getting
a field K such that the extension Krk is Galois. The extension
 ww xx.  . w x  .  .ff K x, y, z rff A is also Galois. As K :k s F a , with F a a factor
w  ww xx.  .x  .of the Euler function of a, we have ff K x, y, z :ff R s F a . Since
w  .  ww xx.x w  ww xx.  .xff R :ff k x, y, z s a and ff k x, y :ff A s t, we have that
w  ww xx.  .x  .ff K x, y, z :ff A s taF a .
ntww xx  .Set S s K x, y, z and d s taF a . We pick u g x S q x , y , z S. .
We have shown that the equation T d q T x tT dy1 q T x 2 tT dy21 2
t d  . ? n r d @ q ??? qT x s 0 has a solution u, z , . . . , z mod y A see commentd 1 d
.before Theorem 3.10 . Set
w xK X , Y , Z 3
m s rank s a y 1 .k ay1 ay1 ay1X , Y , Z .
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w  a a a.x wrank of the ring modulo the Jacobian ideal of X q Y q Z . By 3,
x  .Sect. 3 , the equation has a true solution, say w, w , . . . , w , such that1 d
nrd y a y 1 n n? @
ord u y w G G s . 2 32am da m da a y 1 .
 .? n r da2ay1.3 @ tand so u y w g x, y, z S. We conclude that u g x S q
 .? n r da2ay1.3 @ ww xxx, y, z S. Since S s K x, y, z is faithfully flat over R s
2 3t n t ? n r da ay1. @ww xxk x, y, z , we have that x R q m : x R q m .
If t s 1 then we do not need the linear Artin approximation theorem.
We can find an effective bound just by using Proposition 3.1. It is easy to
na n .  .see that the ideal x q m is integrally closed. Then x q m : x q .
? n r a@ a  . ny ay1.m : x q m .
The next example is a generalization of Proposition 3.2:
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let k be a field, X , . . . , X be variables over k, and1 d
ww xx  a1 as.R s k X , . . . , X . Set I s X , . . . , X with each a , a positive inte-1 d 1 s i
ger. Then for all n,
n ? n r a ? ? ? a @1 sI q m : I q m .
Proof. Some of the reasoning that follows applies to arbitrary mono-
. b1 bdmial ideals. We write a monomial u s X ??? X as a vector b s1 d
 .b , . . . , b . It is well known and easy to verify that a monomial u is in the1 d
integral closure of a monomial ideal J if and only if the vector b
corresponding to u is in the ``infinite'' convex hull of the vectors a , . . . , a1 r
corresponding to the generators of J, i.e., if and only if
r r
b G t a componentwise for some t G 0 satisfying t s 1 ww . i i i i
is1 is1
n n a a n n1 sIn our case J s I q m and I q m s X , . . . , X , X , . . . , X for .1 s sq1 d
 4n G max a , . . . , a . Thus in our case we may assume that r F d and that1 s
all the a are of the form c e , where the vector e has 1 in the jth rowj j j j
and 0 everywhere else and c is either n or a . Without loss of generalityj i
we assume that c s a for i s 1, . . . , p and c s n for i ) p.i i i
We want to prove that if u s X b1 ? ? ? X bd is integral over I q mn, then1 d
? n r a ? ? ? a @1 seither u g I or else u lies in m . In vector notation this says that
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 .  . s  .given b s b , . . . , b satisfying ww , either  b ra G 1 or else1 d is1 i i
< < s  .b s  b G nra ??? a . We assume that  b ra - 1 and hence wei i 1 s is1 i i
have to prove that  b G nra ??? a .i i 1 s
 .We may rewrite ww in matrix notation as Ay s g , where
b y q1 1
..t1 ...a ??? a e b1 r j j.A s , y s , g s .t1 ??? 1 0 .r .
qj b y qd d
1
and the q are some nonnegative numbers. By removing any of the a ifi i
 .necessary we may assume that ww has all the t strictly positive andi
moreover that it cannot be written with any t being zero. As we want toi
< <prove that b G nra ??? a , it suffices to prove the same after omitting1 s
any of the first d rows in A, b, and g. Thus we may assume that r s d.
The first step is to make d y 1 of the q zero. Note that A is ani
invertible matrix. Thus by applying Cramer's rule, we see that the entriesÂ
in y depend linearly on the entries of g. We now decrease all the positive
q s, i / j: while decreasing the q s, we want to keep all the t and all the qi i i i
nonnegative. If the given q ever becomes zero in this way, we exchangej
the roles of this q with some nonzero q and also modify the last columnj i
.of A and repeat again. Note that by the choice of the a , none of the ti i
can become zero. In this way, we obtain d y 1 of the q to be zero andi
q G 0.i
The cases j F p and j ) p differ only slightly so we only finish the proof
in the case j s d. Cramer's rule givesÂ
d bi
q s n y n ,d ciis1
b¡ i
for i F p ,
ai~t si bi
for i s p q 1, . . . , d y 1¢n
 . d i.e., for i - d, t s b rc . Now q G 0 says that  b G n 1 yi i i d ispq1 i
p  .. p  . p  . b ra . We assumed 1 y  b ra ) 0. Thus 1 y  b rais1 i i is1 i i is1 i i
< < dequals a positive integer divided by a ??? a , hence b G  b G1 p ispq1 i
< <nra ??? a , and finally b G nra ??? a .1 p 1 s
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